Placing EHRA Student on Short Work Break

In order to stop payment for a period of time for an EHRA Student, they must be placed on a Short Work Break. To place an EHRA Student on a work break, the Student Originator or Complex User should take the following steps:

1. Review the student’s information via Multiple Jobs Summary, UNC Employee Information, or the InfoPorte Expected End Date Report. Take note of the Empl Record that needs to be placed on work break and the current Expected Job End Date.

2. Navigate to the Edit Existing Job ePAR.

3. Enter the PID and select the Empl Rec you want to work with. Remember, the system will let you select an Empl Rec that is outside your security. As such, it’s important to ensure you’re selecting the correct Empl Rec.
4. When the ePAR opens, confirm you have selected the correct record by reviewing the information at the top of the ePAR.
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5. In the **Effective Date** field enter the first day the employee should no longer receive pay for the Empl Rec. Be sure to extend the **Expected Job End Date** to when the student is expected to return from their work break. Since Compensation and Funding will not change, select the box to bypass the Compensation page. Click **Next>>**

*Comp and Funding can always be changed when the student is returned from work break.*
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6. Typically, no changes are necessary on the Job Info UNC page. Click Next>>

7. The system will default the Action to Data Change. Click the magnifying class and change it to Short Work Break and select the reason of EPA Student Short Work Break. Click Submit.
8. Ensure the ePAR has been submitted, is approved by all levels, and executes prior to the Payroll lockout for the month in which the student is set to go on break. Otherwise, the student will be overpaid.

9. If the ePAR does not execute in a timely manner (either because it did not receive all the approvals prior to lockout or it was started late), the department must submit a HELP ticket in order for Payroll to work on the dock in pay or overpayment. The ticket should not be submitted until the Short Work Break action has Executed.